Community Resiliency
 Canadian Infrastructure Bank; infrastructure funding & three levels of government
support
 What does climate change look like?
 What does traditional knowledge bring to our understanding of community resiliency?
 Naturally Resilient? Are planners (and their plans) ready for the future?
 Great Infrastructure Planning: how did we do it?
 Pathways to great infrastructure planning
 On the ground with great infrastructure planning (mobile workshop)
 Planning to be a better planner
 RPP, OMG, IDK? Unpacking RPP effectiveness
 Planning with 100% likelihood of uncertainty
 Disruptive, game changing, unprecedented, and uncertain…planning and plans in the
new millennium
 The uncertain future and planning the path we want to follow
 How communities and planners celebrate challenging victories in planning projects
Culture & Diversity
 Culturally specific uses of the public realm
 Indigenous planning and reconciliation
 Laurentian University Indigenous learning centre (mobile workshop)
 “Whose Heritage? Rethinking traditional notions of heritage conservation in community
planning”
 “Decolonizing Planning – Reimagining planning processes through an Indigenous lens”
 Reconciliation through Indigenous Placemaking and Design
 “Are we speaking the same language? Consultation strategies in a multi-cultural and
multi-lingual environment”
 The multicultural community and the planner: opportunities and challenges
 The new demography? Beyond the generations, cultural diversity as the driver of change
 Recognizing multiculturalism: community signals (mobile workshop)
 The good, the bad, and the diverse: multifaceted, multicultural and meaningful
community planning
 Communities, cultures and complexity: lessons for planners
 What do you know? Cultural traditions and the meaning of community
 The Indigenous community: understanding and respecting tradition beyond the duty to
consult




A tale of traditions – colonial community planning meets traditional knowledge
The circle: From geometry to identity – exploring traditional knowledge and planning in
Ontario

Economics & Finance
 The role of tourism in promoting a diversified local economy
 Active transportation in Sudbury (mobile workshop)
 Local speaker on infrastructure planning & spending
 Culture and heritage to drive economic growth in your community: lessons learned
 Net worth it? Economic vitality and infrastructure investment
 Of Potholes and profits: The true value of infrastructure investment
 Resilience and Returns: Understanding the role of infrastructure investment
 Ready, Set, Grow: Infrastructure investment and resilience
 Restructuring and structures: preparing your economy through better infrastructure
 Economic cycles, bicycles, and icicles: pathways to a more resilient community
 Putting the money to work: community readiness and innovative finances
 Resilience through innovative finance
 All the right moves: financial tools supporting community resilience
 Of crystal balls and planning pitfalls: Economic drivers of the future
 Disrupted Designs: Economic drivers and the future community
 Reconciling 5 to 50: Economic uncertainty and planning for the future
 The linkage between asset management and official plans
 How will we pay for infrastructure projects?

